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Describe the different objects in our solar system and their location within our solar system. 

Explain where in the solar system various groups of objects are likely to be found, e.g. the correct 
order of the planets, rocky dwarf planets and gas giants. 

Explain why Pluto is no longer classified as a planet. 

What is a solar system? 

Research information about the solar system to find out where humans could possibly escape to 
in case of a large asteroid impact. 

 

   

How many stars are in the Milky Way? How many galaxies are there in the Universe? 

How far have people actually travelled into the Milky Way? What is at the centre of the Milky 
Way? 

Describe why it is not possible to explore the centre of our galaxy, the Milky Way, using manned 
or unmanned rockets. 

Evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of sending people to colonise Mars. 

   

Is the Sun a large star? 

Are all stars the same size? 

Why are stars so hot? 

Where do stars come from? 

Describe how a star forms from a cloud of dust and gas called a nebula. 

State the name of the element that makes up most of the mass of a star. 

Explain how the star gets bigger by accreting the particles that are attracted to it and how the star 
gets hotter due to the kinetic energy transferred from the impacting particles to the developing 
star. 

Explain how the star starts to fuse hydrogen atoms together in a process called nuclear fusion 
when the temperature of the protostar becomes high enough. 

   

Why doesn’t the Sun collapse in on itself under gravity? 

Is the Sun a large or a small star? 

Explain how the Sun’s size is kept in balance while two opposing forces are trying to make it 
bigger and smaller simultaneously. 

   

How long does a star shine for? 

What determines the length of a star’s lifecycle? 

Describe the similarities and differences between the lifecycles of small and large stars. 

Explain how the length of a star’s life cycle is affected by the size of the star. 

 

   

Why are stars so hot? If space is so cold why don’t stars cool down faster?    
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If all the elements are not made in a star then where did they come from? 

Describe the conditions required for nuclear fusion. 

Explain what is happening when hydrogen atoms fuse together and complete an equation to show 
hydrogen nuclei fusing together to make helium nuclei and other light elements. 

Describe how the conditions in a supernova allow heavy elements to be formed. 

Where did the Sun and the planets in our solar system come from? 

If heavy elements are made in a supernova how did they become part of the Earth? 

Am I made of star dust if I have heavy elements in me? 

Describe how heavy elements are scattered across the universe. 

Explain how the cloud of gas ejected by the supernova can form a nebula in which other stars and 
planets can form which this time will contain heavier elements. 

   

Describe satellites as objects that orbit around larger objects in space. 

How do satellites get into space? 

Why don’t satellites in orbit fly off into space? 

Explain why satellites stay in orbit in terms of the force of gravity. 

Explain how the speed of an artificial satellite is linked to the height of the satellite above the 
Earth. 

What are artificial satellites used for? 

Give uses of artificial satellites including communications and monitoring the weather. 

Find out how a GPS system locates your position. 

   

How can a satellite be accelerating but staying at the same speed? 

Describe and explain how satellites can orbit the Earth in a (near) circular orbit at a steady speed 
even though they have a force at right angles accelerating them towards the Earth. 

Draw a diagram to show the forces acting on a satellite in orbit around the Earth. 

   

Explain how changing the speed of a satellite affects the orbital radius of the satellite. 

Evaluate data on the orbital speeds of planets and use this to predict the orbital radius, assuming 
a circular orbit. 
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Describe the absorption or emission spectrum of light from the Sun. 

Explain how the absorption or emission spectrum of light from a similar star to the Sun differs from 
that of the Sun. 

What is red-shift and what does it show? 

Why does the pitch of a fire engine siren change as the fire engine comes towards you then 
moves away from you? 

Explain how light is shifted towards the red end of the spectrum as the light source is moving 
away from us as the movement makes the wavelength longer. 

Are all galaxies moving away from us at the same speed? 

Explain why more distant stars would have a greater red-shift than nearby stars in terms of their 
speed. 

   

How does red-shift provide evidence of the Big Bang? 

Explain how the red-shift of distant stars and galaxies shows that they are moving away from us. 
This is evidence of the universe starting off from a small point in space and expanding outwards. 

Describe the red-shift of light from distant stars and galaxies as evidence of the stars and galaxies 
moving away from us as the space between the stars and galaxies is expanding – not as the 
galaxies themselves getting bigger. The further away the light source is from us, the greater the 
amount of space between, that is expanding, and the faster the light source is moving away from 
us. 

   

How did the universe begin? 

Describe how efforts to measure red-shift have advanced through the use of space telescopes 
and telescopes that are ground-based. 

Why do radio-based telescopes have to be larger than the other types? 

Why are X-ray telescopes not used on Earth? 

That there is still much about the universe that is not understood, for example dark mass and dark 
energy. 

   

 


